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OVERVIEW
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted every aspect of our lives. Global security is

now constantly threatened by the continuous insurgencies from extremist groups

and the geopolitical tensions between nations. Moreover, environmental

sustainability and climate change are currently challenging the nations to act

urgently. These societal maladies will fester until we direct our focus on the young,

the future generation.

Addressing the various challenges facing today’s youth requires a comprehensive,

intergenerational, and cross-sectoral approach, with the participation of

governments, corporates, youth, and all segments of society. Empowerment of

youth would require a holistic approach along the terms of educational

attainment, digital accessibility, poverty reduction, employability, environment

protection and youth entrepreneurship. 

The YESS Forum will showcase innovative models undertaken by
non-profits, start-ups, businesses and other stakeholders in the
areas of education, sustainable livelihoods, environment and
women empowerment. The discussions from this forum will guide
actors in the development sector to incorporate proven models
and innovative ideas in their interventions aimed at marginalised
youth.
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Climate change is here. As its impact intensifies over time, it is the children and young

people of today who will face the worst effects. Youth of the world is advocating with the

world governments to bring radical reforms to stop climate change. Young people are using

their skills whether through education, technology, science or law for climate action. 

This track is dedicated to discussing the future of gender equality and women’s

empowerment and will focus on the gender dimensions of career opportunities, education

and criminal justice responses to gender-based violence.

Interventions related to employment should focus on employability, equal opportunities ,

entrepreneurship and employment creation.Encouraging Indian youth to become

entrepreneurs can turn job seekers into job providers thus helping in creating sustainable

employment opportunities.

3. Climate Action

4. Gender Justice

The paradigm of education sector has changed with focus on holistic and multi-disciplinary

education for youth; equity and inclusion in higher education for bringing marginalised

youth in the mainstream, and online education for youth for employability and career

growth.
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Don Bosco Network envisages a just world, where everyone lives in dignity and

cares for our home – the Earth. We invite members from the corporate and

development sectors, academia and government agencies for meaningful

partnerships and collaboration. Register now at yessforum.org
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The India Advantage Summit is a premier event

held annually in Bengaluru that showcase

urban innovations and facilitate partnerships

for sustainable development.

Forum Partner
The Don Bosco network is spread

across 29 states and 354 NGOs,

reaching more than 65 lakh people

during  the pandemic.
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